During the pandemic, nearly 60 Bi-Co students have worked with off-campus organizations, CPGC staff, and faculty and staff partners across the Bi-Co to re-orient their summer internships toward remote and online coordination. With a range of nonprofit and social action partners, students will be supporting data analysis, writing, connecting with people who need support services online, and more. Locations listed below reflect the primary site(s) of the organizational activities, while fellows are working remotely.

**On-Going Partnership Fellowships (31):**

**Asian Arts Initiative** - Philadelphia, PA  
Co-sponsored by the Hurford Center for the Arts and Humanities

Alice Hu ’21  
*Anthropology; Fine Arts*

**Casa Refugiados** - Mexico City, Mexico

Dorian Alexis BMC ’21  
*Political Science; Spanish*  
Humanitarian Assistance Fellow

Anna Garrison-Bedell ’23  
*Undeclared; Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*

Naren Roy ’23  
*Undeclared*

**The Community-based Global Learning Collaborative** - Haverford, PA

Tsenguun Chinzorig ’23  
*Computer Science; Chinese, Economics*  
Design and Co-Development Collaborators: Online Learning, Action and Collaboration for Ethical Interdependence and SDGs

Kennedy Mutai ’23  
*French and Francophone Studies; Comparative Literature; Mathematical Economics*  
Design and Co-Development Collaborators: Online Learning, Action and Collaboration for Ethical Interdependence and SDGs

Hayley Tubbs ’21  
*Political Science; Visual Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights*  
Design and Co-Development Collaborators: Online Learning, Action and Collaboration for Ethical Interdependence and SDGs
**Diversity and Activism Summer Archive Internship** - Haverford, PA  
Co-sponsored by The Council for Diversity and Inclusion, Haverford College Libraries, Hurford Center for the Arts and Humanities, Office of Multicultural Affairs, and the Student Engagement Office

Anastasia Kozitskaia ’22  
Sociology; International Studies

**Facing History and Ourselves** - Brookline, MA

Anna Fiscarelli-Mintz ’22  
Philosophy

**Food Moxie** - Philadelphia, PA

Ally Edwards ’22  
Environmental Studies; Growth and Structure of Cities

Sarina Smith ’23  
Biology; Environmental Studies, Neuroscience

**Haverfarm** - Haverford, PA

Carly Hill ’23  
Environmental Studies; Statistics

**Lagim Tehi Tuna Fellowship** - Dalun, Ghana  
Co-sponsored by the Bryn Mawr College Career and Civic Engagement Center

Lisa Adanye BMC ’23  
Mathematics; Sociology

Laila Ali BMC ’22  
Mathematics

Mammie Barry BMC ’22  
Sociology; Education and Educational Studies; Africana Studies
Black Studies and Communications Research Facilitator

Monet Debose BMC ’21  
Theater; Education, Africana Studies

Lauren Lattimore BMC ’21  
Sociology; Education

Hayat Shibeshi BMC ’23  
Mathematics and Economics; Computer Science

**Philadelphia Futures** - Philadelphia, PA

Katie Hughes ’22  
Political Science; Education and Educational Studies
Philadelphia Public School Notebook - Philadelphia, PA

Shayleigh Jenkins ’22
English; Visual Studies

Puentes de Salud - Philadelphia, PA

Andrew Beltran ’23
Undeclared

Hannah Yeakey ’21
Political Science; Spanish; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights

UNICEF - New York, NY

Claire Blood-Cheney ’20
Classical Culture and Society; Psychology and International Studies
Education in Emergencies Project: The Transition to Distance Learning During COVID-19
Youth Researcher Program

Rebecca Boden ’21
Environmental Studies, Biology
COVID-19 and Food Security in the US, Indonesia, Nigeria, China, and India
Youth Researcher Program

Maya Gong ’23
Undeclared
Nutrition and health for children during COVID-19: Mortality, infancy, early childhood
Youth Researcher Program

Meagan Kearney BMC ’21
Growth and Structure of Cities; Japanese Language
Education and Global Engagement During Crises
Youth Researcher Program

Sophia Mohammed ’23
Chemistry; Neuroscience; Biology
Education in Emergencies
Youth Researcher Program

Danny Trigili ’21
English; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
Education in COVID-19: The effectiveness of online learning for elementary-school-aged children
Youth Researcher Program

Voice of Witness - San Francisco, CA

Wahab Bajwa ’22
English; Creative Writing

Cassandra Manotham ’21
English; Environmental Studies
Woody Guthrie Center - Tulsa, OK
Co-sponsored by the Hurford Center for the Arts and Humanities

Lia Hermosillo Rojas ’22
English

**Self-Designed Fellowships (28):**

Kimberly Aguero ’22
Economics
Ticha Project
Haverford, PA; Oaxaca, Mexico

Nicholas Banks ’20
Chemistry
Louisiana Environmental Action Network
Lafayette, LA

Erica Belfi ’21
Political Science; Health Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
Research and Advocacy Intern
Cultural Survival
Cambridge, MA

Nuria Benitez ’22
Anthropology, Linguistics
Indigenous Language Talking Dictionaries
Bryn Mawr, PA; New York State; Oaxaca, Mexico

Isabel Clements ’21
Political Science; Arabic; Middle Eastern Studies
Arabic-Speaking Investigations Intern
Physicians for Human Rights
New York, NY

Tara Colson Leaning ’21
Environmental Studies; Anthropology; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights
Experimental Farm Network
Philadelphia, PA

Ian Davis ’22
Psychology; Chinese Language
ESL Teacher
Mural Arts Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA

Owen Deitcher ’20
Growth and Structure of Cities; Environmental Studies; History of Art
Greenway Design and Community Engagement
Lower Merion Department of Building and Planning
Lower Merion, PA
Noha El Toukhy ’22
*Psychology; Political Science*
Ending Violence Against Women in the Middle East
Alexandria Regional Center for Women’s Health and Development
Alexandria, Egypt

Ally Freemond BMC ’21
*Linguistics*
Indigenous Language Talking Dictionaries
Bryn Mawr, PA; New York State; Oaxaca, Mexico

Nicole Haas-Loomis ’21
*Anthropology; Health Studies, Chinese Language*
MCH/Oral Health Task Force Program Intern
**APA Family Support Services**
San Francisco, CA

Chloe Juriansz ’21
*Anthropology; Spanish; Latin American, Iberian, and Latino Studies*
**Centro de la Familia; Grupo de Apoyo Mutuo**
Salt Lake City, UT; Guatemala City, Guatemala

Matt Katz ’21
*Fine Art, Growth and Structure of Cities*
Community Planning and Green Infrastructure
Lower Merion Department of Building and Planning
Lower Merion, PA

Collin Kawan-Hemler ’22
*History*
Advancing Community Engaged Scholarship
**Ticha Project**
Haverford, PA; Oaxaca, Mexico

Ernest Keefer-Jacques ’21
*Biology; Health Studies, Comparative Literature*
Medical Casework
**HIAS PA**
Philadelphia, PA

Filip Kesicki ’23
*Undeclared*
**Ticha Project**
Haverford, PA; Oaxaca, Mexico

Pelagia Majoni ’22
*Computer Science; Africana Studies*
Golden Gate
**Zimbabwe Science Fair**
Harare, Zimbabwe
Lulu Obaditch '22  
*Political Science*  
Prison Abolition in PA: Freeing the Vulnerable in the Time of COVID-19  
*Abolitionist Law Center; Human Rights Coalition*  
Philadelphia, PA

Samantha Olivares-Mejia ’22  
*Biology; Environmental Studies*  
*Warner Parks Nature Center*  
Nashville, TN

Vinny Ong BMC '22  
*Linguistics; Mathematics*  
Indigenous Language Talking Dictionaries  
Bryn Mawr, PA; New York State; Oaxaca, Mexico

Saul Ontiveros ’22  
*History; Spanish; Latin American, Iberian, and Latino Studies*  
National Security Archives and the Comisión Nacional de Búsqueda  
Mexico City, Mexico

Becca Richie ’20  
*English; French; Gender and Sexuality Studies*  
Translation Intern  
*Beautiful Trouble*

Hipolito Salazar ’23  
*Anthropology; Chemistry; Creative Writing*  
*Yakima Valley College TRIO Upward Bound*  
Yakima, WA

Camille Samuels ’21  
*Health, Science, and Society; Africana Studies*  
*Socially Determined*  
Washington, DC

Megan Tedford ’21  
*Linguistics; Japanese Language, Painting*  
Building Digital Resources for the Revitalization of an Endangered Indigenous Language  
Library and Information Technology Services at Bryn Mawr College  
Bryn Mawr, PA

Alissa Vandenbark ’22  
*Psychology; Spanish, Political Science*  
*Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility*  
Portland, OR
Timothy Cooper Vaughn ’20
Anthropology
Research, Video, and Outreach Fellow
The BlackQuakerProject
Newton, MA

Valentina Zavala-Arbelaez ’21
Anthropology; Education and Educational Studies; Latin American, Iberian, and Latino Studies
Advocacy and Asylee Outreach Program Intern
HIAS PA
Philadelphia, PA